Sustainable, climate-friendly, green: industry professionals
share information and discuss at the “ExpertenTreff” in
Düsseldorf in June

New high-efficiency filters ensure constant ventilation of
exhibition halls

An industry in transformation: climate-friendly steel production,
green transition, adapted recycling processes and the industries’
approach to global political crises and economic uncertainties – a
broad spectrum of topics that twelve companies will address as
part of the “ExpertenTreff” organised on the occasion of the
leading global trade fairs wire and Tube.

The entire fairgrounds are now no longer subject to any 3G or 2G
rules. Nevertheless, in time for the start of all spring trade fairs a
fully automatic system with 60,000 measuring points as well as
high-efficiency particulate (HEPA) filters will be installed in the
exhibition halls. These HEPA filters ensure a constant exchange of
air and optimum ventilation of the halls. Furthermore, the trade fair
is voluntarily adhering to hygiene and infection protection
measures.

21 and 22 June: by professionals for professionals at the
“ExpertenTreff”

Hall 3, Stand D 38 will house a big forum on both 21 and 22 June
from 2.00 pm where global measures undertaken for the green
transition will be presented live by professionals for professionals.

Key players in this industry such as Salzgitter AG, thyssenkrupp
Steel, thyssenkrupp Material Services Processing, ArcelorMittal,
the Heine + Beisswenger Group, Klöckner + Co SE, the Swiss
Steel

Group,

SMS

Group

GmbH,

Wirtschaftsvereinigung

Stahlrohre e.V., Benteler Steel/Tube GmbH, Voß Edelstahlhandel
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GmbH + Co. KG as well as the Federal Association of Energy
Storage Systems and Stahlmarkt Consult will send experts to the
meeting who will cover highly topic subjects from their respective
company’s perspective. For this two trade fair days will be
available from 2.00 pm.

The lectures are designed to not only be current, critical and
informative but also inspire listeners to avid discussions during the
following coffee break.

Registrations at no charge for this high-calibre expert meeting are
being still accepted by the agency Stahl-Kommunikation, Hans
Diederichs, at: hgd@stahl-kommunikation.de.
Occupying some 95,000 square metres of exhibition space the No.
1 trade fairs of their industries, wire and Tube, from 20 to 24 June
2022, look forward to welcoming sector experts from all over the
world again.

Alongside the ExpertenTreff trade visitors are also in for other
highlights care of the ecoMetals-trails and the Praxistag
Wasserstoff (practical day hydrogen) offered for the first time and
held by Vulkan Verlag.

Messe Düsseldorf expects to the tune of 1,700 enterprises from
throughout the world. Over five days they will show how
innovative, sustainable and, hence, forward-looking their products
and services are for rising to the current, global challenges in
these industries.
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